Weather Source
Core Capabilities
Weather Source is a leading provider of weather and climate technologies for business intelligence. We make hyper-local
weather and climate data accessible around the globe and across industries partnering with companies to leverage weather
planning. This document provides a thorough overview of Weather Source products, solutions and other capabilities including
customer support, data delivery options and supported parameters.

The OnPoint® Platform
Weather Source’s patent-pending OnPoint
Platform powers all of our dynamic products
and services by seamlessly managing the
complexities of ingesting, cleansing, and
delivering weather and climate data for
business intelligence.
Weather Source spent more than a decade
perfecting its data quality processes to ensure
your data is gap-free, easy to use, and globally
uniform. It can be tedious and time-intensive to
manually correct for inconsistencies when data
is collected from numerous, disparate sources.
The OnPoint Platform ensures your weather data
is homogeneous and ready for immediate analysis.

Figure 1. Most providers rely on weather stations that may be too many miles away from your
location of interest to be actionable (as represented to the left). Weather Source’s
high-resolution grid means your location is always in the immediate proximity of a Weather
Source grid point or virtual station (as represented to the right).

Most weather data providers rely solely on airport
observation station data and then use simple interpolation methods to extend the information from those stations to your

gaps or errors.

data can be mapped. From these globally uniform grid
of interest including lat / lon coordinates or geographically

OnPoint Grid ensures that even if your location of interest
falls directly in the center of a grid cell, your location of

the nearest airport observation station.
Weather Source has been processing, quality testing, and
correcting weather observations for more than a decade.

network of weather sensing technologies routinely report
gaps or errors.
Weather Source ingests and processes data from thousands

Figure 2. Weather Source data is derived from a variety of reliable inputs.

continuously then tests and corrects errors in real-time.
The quality control process executes a battery of tests that

are missing or determined to be erroneous are replaced with
estimates derived from surrounding data.

OnPoint® Product Suite
OnPoint® Weather
OnPoint Weather can be described exactly as it sounds, properly collocated weather data for any location at any point in time.

Historical

Nowcast

OnPoint Weather Historical
OnPoint Weather Historical data provides hourly and daily
is a stable source of historical information because once the
data is archived no changes or edits are made.

OnPoint Weather Nowcast
any location.
Figure 3. Weather Source data is homogeneous and ready for immediate analysis.

OnPoint Weather Forecast

This data is fully refreshed every six hours.

• NCEP Forecast

• ECMWF Forecast

ECMWF Short/Mid Range
daily format.
ECMWF Long Range
times per week and includes expected future atmospheric and oceanic conditions, averaged over periods of one to three
months.

HRRR

Dynamic Elevation Adjustment

Historical Forecast

GFS Forecast –
ECMWF Short/Mid Range Forecast –
ECMWF Long Range Forecast –

Airport Reporting Station Data

hourly and daily format. Because data quality is essential, Weather Source employs a suite of intelligent weather data error
detection and correction methods, to ensure our clients are using the most accurate data possible.
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OnPoint®

Frequency of occurrence insights reveal how often certain conditions occur at your location of interest. For example, how often

on said day. This information is extremely useful for business and resource planning.

and businesses.

mean allows organizations to look forward for longer periods including full seasons.

Average Maximum Temperature 2019-06-28

Figure 4. Average daily maximum temperature for June 28. Based on OnPoint
Climatology data.

Daily Maximum Temperature 2019-06-28

Figure 5. Actual daily maximum temperature for June 28, during the record-breaking
European heat wave. Based on OnPoint Historical Weather data.

Daily Maximum Temperature Anomaly 2019-06-28

Figure 6. Daily maximum temperature anomalies for June 28, during the record-breaking
European heat wave. Based on joining OnPoint Climatology data with OnPoint Historical
Weather data.

OnPoint® Geospatial
Weather Source can provide its dynamic weather and climate data in a variety of geospatial products, including geospatial

products can incorporate deep, historical data with present and forecast data to provide powerful context.

Figure 9. Projected spaghetti tracks for Hurricane Dorian, 2019.

Figure 10. Projected storm surge along the Carolina Coasts during
Hurricane Dorian, 2019.

OnPoint®
because of varying weather values and the challenge of providing context for anomalies.

storminess at a location over time. This information includes the level as well as whether the level is above or below normal

OnPoint® Solutions Suite
WIMS is a system of weather data and analytics that will operate on internal, transactional, and other third-party data

allow the customer to analyze an industry as a whole target vs. individual businesses.

Weather Impact Indices
The Weather Impact Indices build on our current datasets which are homogeneous across space and time and all of our data
to the present, and into the future we ensure that the highest quality data is available regardless of your business location.
The data used in these indices is detailed, accurate and concise and Weather Source has designed indices for both consumers
and businesses.
Consumer Impact Indices
fun indices and commuting indices;
Business Impact Indices

®

identify weather conditions or perils that have the potential to impact operations or to cause damage to physical assets.

Weather Historical data, WIRS ranks the potential impact of each weather parameter or peril and then monitors conditions

Real-time monitoring of weather events and perils that exceed your designated WIRS ranking thresholds.
supply routes, and more, all from a single pane of glass.

Figure 11. The Weather Impact Ranking System (WIRS) dashboard.

The Weather Insights Platform™

™

retailers, restaurants, and e-commerce. Leverage WIP to track operations and sales against weather and ultimately to
review model performance, quantify the impact of weather on sales, and more with easy-to-use modules accessed via

Figure 12. An example of the WIP Weather Correlation dashboard.

Figure 13. An example of the WIP Sales Prediction dashboard.

™
This conditions-based ad triggering system provides customers the ability to showcase relevant product messaging within
it matters most. Select any type or combination of weather values, such as precipitation amounts or pollen levels, as well
as length of time.

condition-based advertising.

Figure 14. The Condition-Based Ad Triggering (C-BAT) dashboard.

and/or receive alerts when an issued weather advisory, watch, warning or weather event has the potential to impact your
issued, becomes active and will expire.

ability to set alerting thresholds and rules for

events that normally would not rise to the
level to trigger a government warning, watch

the forecasted or actual weather exceeds the
predetermined threshold for the selected
weather parameter.

Figure 15. The Dynamic Weather Alerting Service dashboard.

Alerts
•
in real-time of when an alert is issued for your location

•
•
climate data at your locations of interest and to
provide alerts in near real-time via the online
dashboard.

Figure 16.

Supported Weather Parameters
Wind Speed

Supported Weather Perils and Hazards
Blizzard

Wet Bulb Temperature

Feels Like Temperature

Storm Surge
Tornado

Solar Radiation

Hail
Hurricane/Tropical

Heat Index Temperature

Probability of Precipitation

Relative Humidity

Precipitation Indicator

River Flooding

Surface Pressure
Pressure Tendency

Probability of Snow

Mean Sea Level Pressure

Snow Indicator

Support
24/7/365 Call Center

sales@weathersource.com
support@weathersource.com
weathersource.com

a year. We are available around the clock to assist
customers with any technical, customer support, or
meteorological questions.

844-813-2617 | sales@weathersource.com | weathersource.com
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